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New Appointments
USCA Chaplin -

Gil Frydell from Sydney, Ohio

Julius Kegel
Memorial
From Joe Ginger:

Anyone wishing to make a
contribution to St. Francis
School for Exceptional Chil-
dren in memory of Julius
Kegel, should make checks
payable to:
Julius Kegel Memorial Fund
and, send to:
Kegel Cycle and Key
120 S. Chicago Av.
Freeport,  IL 61032

MEMBERSHIP
UPDATE - Aug ‘79

We have members in over
70% of all States. Illinois still
leads with 27 percent of total
membership. With 43 members,
Illinois has a strength four
times that of Pennsylvania, the
next runner up. Ohio and
Wisconsin are not far behind,
followed by Minnesota and
Missouri. Then Michigan,
Texas, New Mexico, California,
Washington, New York and
New Jersey.

Dale and Bonnie
Pearson from Cedar
Rapids, IA on their

Indian Combo
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THE BYRON ILLINOIS GET-TOGETHER - July 8-9 1978
One might ask, where are they? Who? The USA sidecar members in and around Byron,

IL. You missed a terrific get-together. The weather was perfect, well almost. There were a
few showers but for the most of the time it was a beautiful weekend. The host family, Joe
and Janet Velente of Cicero IL and girls took us on, bar none the finest scenic tour we've
ever been on a any motorcycle event. The tour went through Lowden State park along the
Rock River, ending up at the John Deere Museum. After the tour the group ate at the
Hobnobber restaurant (how's that for class?). A comment from a diner at the restaurant was
"It sure was a beautiful sight to see the sidecars come around the bend into the restaurant
area".

The big surprise came around noon on Saturday and this surprise was worth the whole
trip. We saw a very large motorcycle/sidecar combo accompany Joe Ginger's '71 BMW
Velorex, enter the grounds very quietly. The sidecar was obviously homebuilt, long and
large (boat style). The most unusual thing about the motorcycle pulling the sidecar was the
fact that it had no engine. He, Kurt Leibhaber, said the whole thing weighed in at 1900 lbs.
That's the biggest and heaviest combo I've ever seen.

Attendance at the gathering: 14 adults and 5 children and young adults. Those who
attended were: Joe, Janet, Jessica and Jennifer Velente, Cicero IL; Kurt and Erik Leibhaber,
Waterman IL; Connie and Howard Brown, ?abuque IA; Joe, Toni Ginger, 2 children,
Freeport IL; Bud and Judy Meldahl, N.St.Paul MN; Lloyd and Wiggle Woolery, Landfall
Village MN; Joe Rybacek, Woodstock IL; Bill and Delores Espe, Minneapolis MN.
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WANTED - WANTED - WANTED - WANTED - WANTED
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2500 miles with a /2 BMW Steib Combo
By Bill Espe #41

With four (4) different choices to select from, I settled on the 1968 BMW R60-Steib S250
combo for the trip to the BMWMOA National Rally at Rutland VT, July '78. This combo, with.a
mini sport shield on the bike and only a tonneau cover on the sidecar can really move cross country
without special gearing and still maintain a respectable speed. I left Minneapolis at 6am on the 18th
of July and arrived 3 days later at Rutland VT. While traveling through Canada I met up with a pilot
(on strike) from Northwest Airlines and we rode together for a day and a half till we got separated in
New York state. He said he was impressed with the speed the combo maintained. He was solo on a
modern BMW.

Signing in at the rally with a big kiss from Jean Mille Dowds, I was grabbed from behind by the
"Turtle Man" himself, Gene Hess. With him, of course, was the "Beret Woman" herself, Mary Hess.
Now, a special kiss for Mary cuz she has made me the first USA beret (couldn't wear it, too hot) Ed
note: no kiss for Gene Hess. This encounter brightened the whole rally, as you'll never find a truer
and loyal couple than Gene and Mary Hess, Mountville PA.

Renewed acquaintances with lots of people; Mark and Jill Tetreau, Sam and Jo Hoilles-Rapid
City MI; George and Mae Glascook, Charles Stevens-St. Louis MO; Steve (Iron Man) Megivern-
:Moravia NY; John Horvatinovic-Red Lion PA- John and Betty Saltzer-New Cumberland PA- Dave
Maly, Pete and Jo Olson-Madison WI - Janis and Duncan Gerbrandt-Sask; The Nordland, Dave
Hannigan-Onteric and bewildered Bob (check his knees) Globus-Grinnell IA. A comment here, Art
Jacobson led a contingency of joggers every morning?? Art says the Brass Monkey is to be up-
graded. I finally caught up to Phil Cheney & Roland Slabon of BMW Vintage fame. I might add that
Vintage had an excellant display and cooperation with BMWVintage and USA will increase.

The most interesting, of course, was all the new members that joined USA. Had it not been so
hot, more would have joined. They all received applications so we may expect them to join. Due to
the high humidity I spent considerable time under the parachute. Ah, the parachute. This was a new
innovation by our good friend out of Sacramento CA, Joe Cimini, the rally album man. The para-
chute provided shade from the sun, but most of all, uniform lighting for the thousands of pictures for
the rally album. The last page of the album should contain a picture of Brian Espe (5 months) the
youngest person at the rally and the first and only grandson of Bill and Delores Espe.

I could go on and on about the rally but was hoping that someone else would write about their
sidecar adventures. There were many names that should be mentioned as Andy Decker, Carol
Plant,Vern Hansen, Roger Hull, Al Gelfand, Casey Odell and Heggarty Miguel & Karen A'Llerio,
Stan & Carol Cain, Art Borkin, Al Feldman, Julius Kegel and too, too many to mention.

The trip home led me to Ludington MI and the C&O car ferries. It was a relaxing 6 hour trip
across Lake Michigan to Manitowoc WI and the final 300 miles home. The bike preformed fault-
lessly, except for an incident in Canada, the muffler fell off between the cycle and sidecar. I picked it
up, pulled into the first farm yard (300 ft) where a bolt, hammer and pipe with friendly conversation
soon had the muffler back on. Why BMW,didn’t just add a bigger engine to that /2 frame I'll never
really quite understand. I've ridden BMW over 20 years along with many other makes.

Hope all of you get to meet the new members at some future event, they are very nice.  On
behalf of the membership, we wish to welcome them to USA "All The Way"
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Mounting a Sidecar to a Motorcycle
There are two basic things to consider when mounting the sidecar. One is the toe in angle of the

sidecar wheel with the cycle wheels and the other is the angle that the sidecar wheel MAKES with
leaning away from the cycle.

The first is done by laying a long straight edge board along the cycle wheels until the board
touches 4 points on the 2 tires. The wheels of the cycle are then in line if both tires are the same size.
Lay another board along the sidecar wheel until it touches the tire in two places. That board is then
aligned with the wheel. Measure the distance between the two boards just behind the rear wheel of
the cycle and then measure the same distance just ahead of the front wheel. The distance at the front
wheel should be 1/2" to 3/4" less than the rear wheel. ( The wheel should be toed in 1/2" to 3/4" over
the length of the cycle.) If adjustment is required this is done by removing or adding spacers between
the frame and mount braoket at the rear of the cycle.

The next adjustment is accomplished by placing a straight edge vertically against the sidecar
wheel and dropping a string with a weight on it. It should fall away from the straight edge at about 2
to 3 degree angle. ( The cycle leans away from the sidecar at a 2 to 3 degree angle.) This adjustment
is made by adding or removing spacers from the mount point UNDER THE SEAT.

MAKE SURE FLOOR IS LEVEL AND FLAT.

1/2" to 3/4" less than other end for toe in

First make sure the cycle wheels are in line.

Use chalk line or straight edge along edge of cycle
and sidecar wheels
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THE "SIDECAR SONG"
Composed by Jonathan Marshall,  No. 94 for the United Sidecar Association, August 1978.

Sung to the tune of "OKIE FROM "MUSKOGEE." Chorus

I'm happy to be rollin' down the pavement
I'm proud to be American and free

I'm glad I have a motorcycle sidecar
And a U.S. Highway rollin' under me

Chorus
They call the thing a 'combo' or an 'outfit'

A sidecar or a 'sidehack' or a 'chair'
From Maine to Illinois to California

My sporty 'combination' gets me there!

I dreamed I drove my combo up to Heaven
St. Peter said "That sidecar's really sharp
Do you suppose that I could get an outfit
To carry round my halo and my harp?"

Repeat Chorus.

The man who rides a solo motorcycle
He surely leads a very lonely life

That's why I'm glad I have a handy sidecar
To fill with kids and dogs and cats and wife!

Repeat Chorus.

Go get yourself a motorcycle sidecar
It's a wonderful conven-i-ence you'll find

Perhaps your bike could even pull a trailer
To haul your good of Ma-in-law behind.

Repeat Chorus.

I wouldn't trade my sidecar for a Buick
Or even for a brand new Cadillac

They got one too many wheels to suit my fancy
So I'll stick behind the tiller of my hack!

Repeat Chorus.
Repeat Chorus.
Repeat Chorus.
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Letters
Dear Bill:

It's been at least 2 weeks since I submitted my 5 bucks to you at the National. Every day I've
been anxiously looking for my engraved membership card and newsletter.

My '53 green rig did vibrate it back to Johnstown without any additional mechanical failures.
The borrowed throttle assembly functioned perfectly. So untill I hear from you about the seat, I'll be
anxiously waiting to broaden my new horizons with the USA Newsletter.

Sam Gaskins Johnstown Pa.

Gentlemen,
I learned of USA from a friend who attended the Mid-America Sidecar Rally and he subse-

quently joined USA. We have been in need of a national sidecar organization for a long time, and
judging from the newsletter I saw USA is to be a national club, correct?

Many of the names associated with USA are familiar to most motorcycling buffs, ie, Hal Ken-
dall and Bill Espe, so I'm sure we are going to have a successful organization. I have a 1965 BMW
R69S and have recently purchased a 1950 Steib S500 that I am in the process of restoring. I would
appreciate any information on locating a pattern for the tonneau cover, seat & windshield, as these
items were long gone from my treasure. I am looking forward to hearing from your organization. Any
correspondence may be sent to the following address:

Jon A.Hanchcliffe, Box 1665, Elgin AFB FL 32542.

Dear Bill,
Just a note to say Hi and a few questions. I and my family are members of both USA and the 3rd

Wheel. We joined in May of '78 (USA). I know because we have a #124 by our name. Here are the
questions: 1) could you send me a list of prices for pins patches, etc, 2) when does a membership
expire? 3) we haven't received a membership card yet, where do we write to get one?

In the August newsletter you were wanting people to help in any way they could. Count me in. I
don't know what I can do 1086 miles from the main flow but if there is anything I can be of help,
please let me know: Also I went to the 3rd Wheel rally and was real disappointed, $20, and I get one
pin, one meal, and I had to pay for extra food. Down here in Texas any club doing anything like that
would be hung at the nearest tree. For $20. I expected a great deal more, we didn't even get the honor
of traveling the second furtherest because I left my Zephyr home.

What all this is boiling down to is, I hope when USA puts on their national meet, they will do
the following: 1) be more realistic about the price. (I believe in building up the kitty, but Come-on:)
2) if we charge $20. , then give them $20. worth, 3) if we offer an invitation to two-wheelers, by all
means have events for them, 4) lets have trophies for both 3 wheelers and 2 wheelers. Here in Texas
you can go to a 3 day meet and have 3 meals for 3 days, go on tours, get a pin a patch, and talk until
you pass out, free beverages, and all this for $15. not $20. I guess I'll get off my soapbox but I feel
clubs like ourselves can make money without soaking the people who come to the rally.

Keep up the super newsletter, Neil Brownell, Wichita Falls, TX.
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INTERNATIONAL RETREAD RALLY
August 1-5 By Bill Espe

Talk about 1st class, WOW! The Kahlor Hotel in Rochester MN. Hey, those people really live it up!!
Missing or outlawed, I don't know which, was Dave Clark #130 out of Webster Groves MO. The Retreads are a
group of motorcyclists that discriminate against the young- but not the young at heart. Remember that Dave,
you've got to be 40 or more, not 181 If you had showed up, there was a huge supply of tar and feathers? One
fellow came on a CBX. What's a CBX? That’s a Honda with, count 'em, six cyclinders. The question was asked,
"What'da Retread doing on a bike like that?" He answered, "I've always wanted a super (muscle) bike before I
die". We wish to welcome the following new members to USA: Elmer and Elsie Purvis, Grand Island NE;
H.N.Parker, Downey CA; C.S. and Vresa Smith, Tulsa OK; and the long distance award winners, Vic and Flo
Barber, our first members from Fairbanks Alaska. All new members remember this, you are encouraged to recruit
one new member and this applies to the rest of the membership too.

The highlight of this rally was the dinner, $12.00 each, the awards along with the giveaways. Many laughs
with the emcee and a zany new award, a pair of used shorts, yes used, originally owned by Roger.Hull. Now,
Connie and Howard, see what you missed. A very curious fact has emerged from this rally. For some reason, the
Retreads think that sidecaring is not for them?!! Maybe Julius Kegal is giving us sidecarists a bad name, or maybe
they're just afraid to try something new. Whatever the reason, they are in for some surprise - if and when they take
up the new (Old) sport that's been around since the invention of the internal combustion engine. Sidecaring, the
new dimension to motorcycling, try it, you'll like it. A big thanks to hosts, Bruno and Ruth Goede and guests, John
and Bonnie Burnside of Help'N Hands along with the Bob Houses of Kansas City KS.

Bud Meldahl accompanied us down to Rochester but left before the dinner. You too Bud, see what ybu
missed! The trip home for Delores and myself proved uneventful as the '68 BMW/Steib S250 combo preformed
faultlessly, but wait!! 20 miles from home one cyclinder failed completely and we came the rest of the way at half
speed, but we made it. Since that time a mini valve job, tune-up and new spark plug wire has restored it to its
original reliable condition.  See you around.

Bill Espe - 1968 BMW R60/1950 Steib S250 w/ Bud Meldahl - 1977 Honda GW/1976 Ural
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How Green was my Valley - How Red was my Thumb! - HAK
Almost every American Sidecarist has a family and home. And, this means responsibility. You

work to take care of mama, the kids and the dog. You work to keep your unbalanced, eccentric
unstable three-wheeled contraption in top condition so you can go to rallies. And, you keep the grass
mowed every Sunday so the little lady does not bring the wrath of flaming gods upon your head.
Why we cannot allow the beauty of nature to be demonstrated in long delightful many colored
grasses languidly weaving back and forth to the tune of gentle breezes, I do not know. Be that as it
may, the lawn must be cut.

Do you realize there are nearly 300,000 accidents directly caused by mowing the lawn in the
U.S.A. annually? Do you realize several people had been accidently killed while either mowing the
lawn or as the direct consequence of a neighbor mowing the lawn?

Did you know you need a special license to operate a pedestrian controlled lawnmower in
England? That is a fact. It is on the back of my English Driver's License. Driving License Group M
Mowing Machine or Pedestrian controlled vehicle. My auto license allows me to use a lawn mower -
my motorcycle license does not.

How are most of the accidents caused? Due to a large dose of stupidity - for example - four
people were sent to the hospital with an assorted loss of 21 fingers after they started a lawn mower,
then picked up the running mower to cut and level a hedge. One person was struck arid killed when a
stone picked up by the blade hit him on the back of the head. You see the edge of a 2 foot blade
rotating at only. 2000 rpm has a velocity of nearly 70 mph. And, even a small stone picked up at that
speed is like a deadly missile. Another person was killed when a stone discharged by a mower shat-
tered a kitchen window where the wife was cleaning dishes. A razor sharp sliver of glass neatly sliced
through her jugular vein.

Why the tirade about safety and lawn mowing in this Journal you thought was supposed to be
devoted to sidecaring? That's right, yours truly nearly did it. I have nearly forty years experience
mowing lawns and I believed I was quite expert in this modus operandi. I first patrol the yard, pick-
ing up stones, twigs, wire, and balls the neighbor-hood kids have thrown in, and so forth. I try not to
mow grass when wet or damp - but the grass is difficult to dry out in Northern areas and you must
mow only on weekends when it does not rain.

The grass - not quite dry, began collecting in the discharge opening and blocking it up. I had
often reached down to dislodge the grass with no loss of fingers. Emboldened, I made this a routine
practice to clear the opening when necessary. The last time I did this my right index finger was just
an eighth of an inch too far in and was soundly smacked by the rotating blade. I cursed my own
stupidity. It was the last time I cleaned the opening that way. I then found out I could achieve the
same effect safer by lifting the front edge of the mower by leaning on the handle then dropping the
mower smartly, thereby clearing the opening quickly and safely.

Fingers can be stiched back on but it is very time consuming and frankly not worth the bother to
lose them in the first place. No fingers, no "American Sidecarist," and no way to control a sidecar.
So, when mowing your lawn never, ever place fingers or toes anywhere near the underside of a
rotating mower. Never ever stick fingers into the discharge no matter what the reason. Always have a
healthy respect for any rotating machinery.

Do not resent growing old.  Many are denied this privilege!
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Kurt Leibhaber’s Special Rig - No problem on Righthanders
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